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Why do we need CCS?

ClimateClimate change change contextcontext
Cannot reduce EU or world CO2 emissions by 50% in 2050 Cannot reduce EU or world CO2 emissions by 50% in 2050 
with energy efficiency and with energy efficiency and renewablesrenewables alonealone
Must also use the possibility to capture and store CO2Must also use the possibility to capture and store CO2
Major Major fossilfossil fuel use in the fuel use in the developingdeveloping world must world must bebe addressedaddressed..

PotentialPotential of CCSof CCS
Could contribute around 14% of all reductions needed by 2030Could contribute around 14% of all reductions needed by 2030
by 2050 almost 60% of emissions from the power sector should by 2050 almost 60% of emissions from the power sector should 
be captured, compared with none today.  More than 90% of all be captured, compared with none today.  More than 90% of all 
coalcoal--fired electricity generation would be from plants equipped fired electricity generation would be from plants equipped 
with CCS.with CCS.
After initial deployment in developed countries, rapid uptake inAfter initial deployment in developed countries, rapid uptake in
developing countries will follow.developing countries will follow.
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How can its potential be achieved?

RequirementsRequirements
Manage risks of CCSManage risks of CCS
Commercialise the Commercialise the technologytechnology –– bringbring costscosts
down down substantiallysubstantially

ActionsActions
Enabling legal framework end 2007Enabling legal framework end 2007
1010--12 demonstration plants.12 demonstration plants.
WidespreadWidespread deploymentdeployment by 2020by 2020
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Planned power plant demonstrations

[1] IGCC uses pre-combustion capture technology, NGCC and SCPC uses post-combustion. [1] IGCC uses pre-combustion capture technology, NGCC and SCPC uses post-combustion. 

RWE2016£0.8bnSCPC 1000UKRWE, Tilbury

RWE2014< €1bnIGCC 450GermanyRWE, Germany

Statoil2014NGCC820NorwayMongstad

Shell, Statoil2011?NGCC 860NorwayTjeldbergodden

Siemens2011€1.7bnIGCC 1000GermanySiemens

Nuon20111 G€IGCC multifuel1200NetherlandsMagnum

E.ON2011?IGCC 450UKKillingholme

Powerfuel2010?IGCC 900UKHatfield

SSE2011?SCPC, retrofit500UKFerrybridge

BP, SSE2010$0.6bnNG to H2350UKPeterhead Miller

Progressive 
Energy

2009$1.5bnIGCC 800UKTeeside

?2009?NGCC 385NorwayKårstø

Vattenfall2008??30GermanySchwarze Pumpe

Total2006?oxyfuel50FranceLacq

ParticipantsProposed 
start

CapitalPower plant
capture 

technology[1]

Capacity 
(MWe)

CountryProject
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Risks of CCS

Estimates in IPCC Special report:Estimates in IPCC Special report:
Local Local risksrisks associatedassociated withwith pipeline transport pipeline transport couldcould bebe
similarsimilar to or to or lowerlower thanthan thosethose of of currentcurrent hydrocarbonhydrocarbon
pipelinespipelines

WithWith appropriateappropriate site site selectionselection, monitoring and , monitoring and remediationremediation, , 
the local the local risksrisks of CCS of CCS wouldwould bebe comparable to comparable to thosethose of of 
naturalnatural gasgas and and EnhancedEnhanced OilOil RecoveryRecovery

The fraction The fraction retainedretained in in appropriatelyappropriately selectedselected and and managedmanaged
sites sites isis veryvery likelylikely to to exceedexceed 99% over 100 99% over 100 yearsyears, and , and likelylikely
to to exceedexceed 99% over 1000 99% over 1000 yearsyears..

NeedNeed to balance to balance risksrisks and and benefitsbenefits
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Main issue is geological storageMain issue is geological storage
(Capture and transport fall under existing regulatory systems (Capture and transport fall under existing regulatory systems –– outstanding outstanding 
issue is accident hazard risk from compressed COissue is accident hazard risk from compressed CO22 (SEVESO?))(SEVESO?))

Risk management framework for storage set out in IPCC GuidelinesRisk management framework for storage set out in IPCC Guidelines 2006:2006:
Model expected Model expected behaviourbehaviour of COof CO22, and only use the site if have demonstrated , and only use the site if have demonstrated 
expected permanence of storageexpected permanence of storage
Monitor to check that COMonitor to check that CO22 behaves as expectedbehaves as expected
Seal and close when risks of future leakage insignificant.Seal and close when risks of future leakage insignificant.

LeakageLeakage
Sites Sites shouldshould bebe designeddesigned for for zerozero leakageleakage, but , but therethere must must bebe clearclear
responsibilityresponsibility for  damage if for  damage if leakageleakage doesdoes occuroccur..
ShouldShould covercover bothboth local damage to the local damage to the environmentenvironment, and , and emissionsemissions creditedcredited
underunder ETS ETS whichwhich subsequentlysubsequently escape.escape.

Managing the risksManaging the risks
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Removing barriersRemoving barriers

WaterWater
Problem: Article 11.3.j prohibits storage in aquifers, because iProblem: Article 11.3.j prohibits storage in aquifers, because it bans t bans 
discharges into groundwaterdischarges into groundwater
Solution: amend article to allow COSolution: amend article to allow CO22 storage in aquifers permanently storage in aquifers permanently 
unsuitable for other purposes.unsuitable for other purposes.

WasteWaste
COCO22 storage probably counts as waste disposal because the substancestorage probably counts as waste disposal because the substance
wonwon’’t be used againt be used again
If the Landfill Directive applies, it prohibits CCS, because it If the Landfill Directive applies, it prohibits CCS, because it bans injection bans injection 
of liquid waste to landfillof liquid waste to landfill
Other issues such as the Waste Shipment Regulation may also arisOther issues such as the Waste Shipment Regulation may also arise.e.
Classification as waste limits regulatory options at Member StatClassification as waste limits regulatory options at Member State level e level 
(waste law has to be used; mining law is ruled out).(waste law has to be used; mining law is ruled out).
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Role of Emissions TradingRole of Emissions Trading

ETS is first line of ETS is first line of incentivisationincentivisation for CCSfor CCS

Right now, considerRight now, consider thatthat installation plus capture, transport and storage installation plus capture, transport and storage 
can be opted in together under Article 24can be opted in together under Article 24

No additional allocation for capture, transport and storageNo additional allocation for capture, transport and storage

Monitoring and reporting guidelines adopted by the Commission (oMonitoring and reporting guidelines adopted by the Commission (on the n the 
basis of a draft prepared by the optingbasis of a draft prepared by the opting--in  state), and verification in  state), and verification 
arrangements made.arrangements made.

Separate rules could be established for Separate rules could be established for combustion+capturecombustion+capture, transport, , transport, 
and storage, and could be generic where variation between projecand storage, and could be generic where variation between projects is ts is 
unlikely.unlikely.

COM must be satisfied with risk management and liability arrangeCOM must be satisfied with risk management and liability arrangementsments

These must be consistent with the developing EU regulatory frameThese must be consistent with the developing EU regulatory framework.work.
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Useful modifications for the futureUseful modifications for the future

Transport and storage elements canTransport and storage elements can’’t be opted in separatelyt be opted in separately
Shared transport and storage networks?

Unlikely to pose problem for 2008-2012

Post 2012 more flexibility useful

Commission can choose to optCommission can choose to opt--in a category of installation, in a category of installation, 
rather than just the individual installation itselfrather than just the individual installation itself

But this only applies for the Member State proposing the opt-in

Useful to have possibility to opt-in for all Member States
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SummarySummary

CCS CCS isis one option one option amongamong othersothers, but , but wewe cannotcannot meetmeet ourour
targetstargets withwith energyenergy efficiencyefficiency and and renewablesrenewables alonealone..

The The risksrisks must must bebe managedmanaged, , particularlyparticularly thosethose fromfrom storagestorage, , 
and the Commission and the Commission willwill propose a propose a frameworkframework by end 2007.by end 2007.

If COM If COM isis satisfiedsatisfied thatthat risksrisks are are managedmanaged, and , and 
responsibilityresponsibility for for leakageleakage ensuredensured, , thenthen CCS CCS cancan bebe optedopted in in 
to ETS as to ETS as itit stands.stands.

TechnicalTechnical improvementsimprovements post 2012 post 2012 couldcould bebe usefuluseful, but the , but the 
basic basic requirementsrequirements are in place.are in place.
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